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The Fourth Annual Bell Jazz Lecture delivered by Judy Bailey and
opened by Emie Page M.P., Minister for Local Govemment and
Member for Coogee, at the Waverley Library on 28th September,
1996 welcomes yet another facet of jazz in our community.
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The Bell Jazz Lecture was originally an idea launched by the late
Harry Stein and the Doubly Gifted Committee has continued to
produce this Lecture in association with our annual arts exhibition.
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The Committee is grateful to the Waverley Library and Staff and to
the Waverley Council for making this Exhibition and Lecture
possible.
This year the Lecmre is being given by Judy Bailey, known to all
jazz lovers for her enormous contribution to the field of jazz
education. Her knowledge of jazz and music covers a wide area
ranging from early stride piano through to the modem styles of
avant-garde music. She is a widely appreciated composer and
arranger, and has written for schools, children's radio, television,
theatre, film documentaries and television documentaries.
Judy Bailey commands respect from all her musical
contemporaries and her Lecture will provide an original and
absorbing addition to the list of previous lecturers.
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Kate Dunbar
Co-Convenor
DOUBLY GIFTED COMMITTEE

Judy Bailey
Judy Bailey is highly regarded as a jazz pianist,
composer, arranger and educator.
Judy was the winner of the inaugural APRA Award for
Jazz Composition; winner of the Australian
Entertainment Industry "MO"; Award for Female Jazz
Performer; has served as Member of the Music Board of
the Australia Council and Musical Director for the
Sydney Youth Jazz Ensemble. She continues to teach at
the Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
Judy has performed both as a soloist and member of
various ensembles featuring local and overseas artists.
She has wide studio and recording experience; her latest
releases being Notwithstanding and Sundial.
Judy has recently completed a successful N.Z. Tour
presenting Solo Piano Concerts entitled "Anthology of
Jazz Piano Composition"; performed at the Monsalvat,
Kiama and Newport Jazz Festivals; and participated in
the Roger Woodward Spring Festival of New Music.
Judy has recently composed "Two Minds, One Music"
for Symphony Orchestra and Jazz Big Band, the First
Movement of which premiered at The Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. She is currently working on
the Second Movement.

Graeme Bell
The Doubly Gifted Committee and Waverley Library
have named this lecture series on jazz, the Bell Jazz
Lectures, in honour of Graeme Bell's outstanding
contribution to jazz in Australia and abroad over the last
fifty years. He is an outstanding pianist, excellent band
leader and composer of note. Graeme is also a talented
artist who has exhibited in the Doubly Gifted exhibitions
of visual art works by jazz musicians, as well as
contributing to other exhibitions.
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ny consideration of evolutionary trends must, of necessity,
involve the historical perspective, so let's go back in time,
X A^and examine the very beginning of musical sound
production.
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It seems likely that our earliest forbears, having discovered the use
of their own particular personal instrament, i.e. the VOICE, were
then inspired and compelled to emulate the sounds they heard
around them - the natural sounds of wind and water, birds and
trees, animals and stones - an incredible variety of aural
experience which could not be ignored and begged to be given
expression in the soul of humanities - and so we witness the birth
of Improvisation , as an integral part of Communication.
This world we inhabit would be altogether devoid of music were it
not for Improvisation and one other vital factor - Formalisation.
Man's inherent need to identify, codify, signify and preserve the
various components that comprise his environs, in order to "make
sense of it all" is a process that has led us slowly and painfully to
the brink of a new millennium (where we are still striving to make
sense of it all).
Formalisation may describe the process involved with producing
Composition and in similar fashion. Improvisation, which may
best be described as "Instant Composition". Both phenomena fiow
from the same deep well-spring of creative spirituality and at best
both serve to enrich and nurture the soul.
The inunediacy of the improvising process demands an
extraordinary level of skill and expertise, unfailing courage and
deep passion. At its best it can be a sublime experience for both
player and listener. This is the goal to which performers
aspire - the same goal that motivated soloists in the 17th and 18th
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and 19th centuries when given the opportunity (by the composer)
to improvise their own cadenzas (which usually resulted in
separating the men from the boys).
Improvisation has been recognised as the hall-mark of Jazz and as
such, in its relatively short span of life (barely 100 years), has
maintained rapid growth and development in three ways, i.e.
melodically, harmonically and rhythmically. Stracturally, however,
the rate of growth has been less evident and it is in this area that
we may expect the type of architectural development that has
characterised classical music (which of course has had the
advantage of having more time on its side - no pun intended).
Enough evidence is before us to strongly suggest that jazz and
improvisation will continue to flourish.
The worldwide growth of tertiary (and secondary) level jazz
education bears testimony to the indestractible nature of this
music.
It is my fond hope that the students of today are able to withstand
the rigours of modem jazz education. The largely oral and aural
traditions that prevailed in the past are now being replaced to some
extent with the use of scale forms, modes and pattemed
phrases, highly effective for practise routines, but only as a means
to an end. Ideally the students will be able to work their way
through all of this (including the ever-expanding repertoire) and
emerge unscathed and eventually free to "find their own voice".
The well-being of the student should be of primary concem to
every educator and within all teaching instractions. This is really a
topic of address in itself and best left for another time and place suffice to say that students need to be encouraged not only with
their musical study but also made aware of the vital importance of
self-care. Much of the RSI syndrome could be relieved or
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eliminated if music students were helped to understand that
music, apart from being an aesthetic intellectual, emotional pursuit
is also a PHYSICAL activity, and as such, requires the same
commitment to warming-up preparation as that required by any
athlete, dancer, or sportsperson. The physical warm-up
(ie stretching, flexing, tension, release etc) should be carried out
BEFORE any contact with the instrament, and repeated after the
practice session or the performance. Issues conceming posture and
breathing also need to be addressed.
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That intimate relationship which exists between MUSIC and the
VISUAL ARTS (including ARCHITECTURE) has long been
acknowledged - both aural and visual disciplines share the same
source and exhibit similar, recognisable aspects of shape, Une,
form, colour, movement, light and shade in all their variations.
That same source surely informs the entire world around us and it
would be a marvellous thing if students were encouraged to
conceptualise in this way to give them the opportunity to develop
the holistic approach to Life and Art.
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Human beings have always been great "borrowers" - we observe
countless examples of influences interwoven through the fabric of
our lives and endeavours - this simply attests to the
interconnectedness of things and again needs to be conceptualised
by the serious student. But then, aren't we all students and teachers
at the same time?
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And now to return to the point made earlier conceming stractural
development:

Further trends: Jazz
a

will continue to absorb other influences from various
world musics;

b

instramentation likely to change and gradually depart from
traditional formats:

c

is unlikely to replace sport, but should at least be granted
equal status;

d

will continue to attract more females;

e

will be studied at an earlier age in school;

f

blues will always be around (so will trad., swing, bop and
rock).
The brilliant improviser of the 21st century will, in all probability,
become a trae musical architect - as skilful with shaping long
entire passages, as confident with effective use of dynamics, as
imaginative with use of colour and totally daring with technical
virtuosity.
In addition, the improviser will become a traly "instant composer"
capable of producing a substantial work crafted with regard to
shape, form, colour and texture - all this without the aide of any
pre-set melodic, harmonic, rhythmic basis or any pre-arranged
formulae whatsoever.
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I think it likely that the increasing trend amongst classical musicians
to investigate the art of improvisation coupled with the many forays
being made by jazz performers and composers into the classical
arena will produce sustained healthy growth in this amazing art form
and eventually lead to a satisfying synthesis of the jazz and classical
genres.
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No matter the directions which evolve, there exists in my mind the
certainty that Jazz will survive -and why should this not be so? After
all, MUSIC is the only other form of communication we have, apart
from Language (i.e. verbal, written, and body). Jazz music with its
improvisation allows the creative soul to take flight and journey to
other realms - POWERFUL STUFF!!!
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I feel confident that the best is yet to come.
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TWO MINDS, ONE MUSIC
Two Minds, One Music was composed by Judy Bailey. The First
Movement of this work was played in conjunction with the 4th
Annual Bell Jazz Lecture, presented by Judy Bailey at Waverley
Library on Saturday, 28 September, 1996.
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"The tide of this piece carries obvious reference to the use of jazz
big band with symphony orchestra; however, the work contains its
own dual purpose - compositionally it seeks to sustain
development of a simple 3-note motif (heard with the entry of the
French bom); and further the piece attempts to trace (in miniature
form) the growth of black American folk-music spawned from the
coupling of African tribal rhythms and European classical
harmony - and that's JAZZ.
NB This piece may eventually become simply the first movement
of a larger work. Time will tell".

Judy Bailey.
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The 6th Doubly Gifted Exhibition and
5th Bell Jazz Lecture will be held during
September 1997
We are pleased to announce that
Clem Semmler, AM, OBE, D.Lit., author, literary & media
critic, biographer and jazz enthusiast, will present the
1997 BeH Jazz Lecture.
General enquiries or further information
may be obtained from:
The Secretary, Doubly Gifted Committee,
Jeannie Mc Innes, 5 Lodge Avenue,
Old Toongabbie, 2146
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